Based on scenario analysis, this paper makes a definition of natural disaster scenario type and concept from different aspects, describes the mechanization of the development of natural disaster chain scenario and applies Dynamic Bayesian Network. It uses probability assessment to analyze the transformation rules in the development of natural disaster chain scenario, to make up the shortage of the traditional method to capture the dynamic changes of the natural disaster chain, and to provide support for the prediction, decision and response of the natural disasters.
Introduction
In recent years, natural disaster scenarios deduction is changed from qualitative assessment to semi-quantitative or quantitative assessment, the common methods are probability statistics [1] , fuzzy mathematics [2] , information diffusion theory [3] , hierarchical analysis [4] , gray system [5] , artificial neural network [6] , weighted comprehensive evaluation [7] and so on. Because of the uncertainty of the process of natural disaster, researchers always establish the relationship of scenario by Bayesian network [8] [9] , and estimate the natural disaster deduction paths through prior probability and sequence probability. But natural disaster scenario is dynamic, static Bayesian network applies only to the current moment, and can't capture the deduction direction of next time. According to the above problem, the paper draws the interdependence of scenario elements by dynamic Bayesian network, and calculates scenario conversion probability to judge scenarios conversion rulers.
Scenarios Expression Style
In the process of scenario conversion, the conditions and variables are changing, and the natural disaster scenarios can be described as a triple by time sequence, that is ,,
TP -Element type. According to different content, elements can be divided five types, that is timestamp (T), disaster factors (H), hazard-affected bodies (L), environmental (E), effect factors (R) 和 event chain( N).
SE -Elements. It refers to the name of elements.
DE -Element attributes. It is a variable of describing of properties, status, and relationship.
Natural Disaster Scenarios Conversion Deduction Model
Natural disaster scenarios conversion deduction is a dynamic process from the dimension of time, so the state of the natural disaster (scenarios element) shifts constantly. When the value of element reaches to a critical point, scenarios generate great transformation, and formed a link between two scenarios, that is the transformation between scenarios satisfies a certain probability distribution. Above all, establishing an interdependent of scenarios is needed through probability distribution to capture conversion rules. Circulars denote scenario, the lines with short arrow denote scenario conversion paths and directions, and transformation model is shown in Fig. 1 In recent year, static Bayesian network has strong ability of handing uncertainty problems, can express and fuse multi-source information, and accommodate the incomplete information, so this method is widely used in areas of disaster "Scenario-Manage". But it can't solve the timing problems, that is, it doesn't consider the each moment interaction between scenarios. Above all, in order to describe the state change of natural disaster scenario situation, establishing a dynamic Bayesian network, the specification steps are as follows:
Step 1: Collecting data and extracting features.
Step 2: Establishing Bayesian network.
Step 3: Calculating the prior probability and conditional probability.
Step 4: According to the existing evidence, predicting natural disasters scenario conversion paths in the future.
Building Bayesian Network
Natural disaster scenario description is composed of five elements, respectively are disaster factors, hazard-affected bodies, environment, effect factors and event chain, using timestamp can distinguish effectiveness of each element. So, the method can extract the characteristic value of natural disaster based on the type of elements, and establish the Bayesian network diagram in accordance with the time order, as shown in Fig. 2 . The causality of great uncertainty, transformation direction is uncertain; there are two main types of the way. Set a scene set, for the relationship between scenes, each scene has two values 0 s and 1 s, one representative scenarios, 0 represents the situation did not happen, logical relationship mainly includes: type "and" and "or" type, description symbol as shown in Table 1 .
Relationships between scenarios correspond with Bayesian network, and transformation probability is the sequence scenario generating probability under the condition of the happening of prior scenario. Therefore, Bayesian network can show the relationship, the specific transformation rules are shown in Table 2 
Scenarios Conversion Probability
Suppose s is to be assessed scenario, conversion probability (1) So on in a similar fashion, the attribute state of () St relates to the attribute state of ( 1) St , so calculation of conversion probability is an iterative process. It needs define the prior probability and conversion probability to establish the dynamic Bayesian network.
(1) Prior network 0 B , which show the distribution of the initial state.
(2) Conversion network B  , which show the conversion probability ( ( 1) | ( ))
In fact, the deduction process of natural disaster is in a certain time range. In finite time interval [0, ] T , the parent node of (0) i S is prior network 0 B , and the parent node of ( 1) st is scenario set at every time, so we can get the conditional probability distribution in similar way and confirm the conversion probability of scenario. 0 ( ( 1) 1)
(2) Among them, the scenario ( 1) St is composed of multiple scenario factors, namely:
(3) Then 269 1 ( ( 1) | ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ) | ( 1)) ( ( 1) | ( )) ( ( ))
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Use Case Study
Because of the adjacent to the coast of city A, it always suffers from typhoon disaster and has a big typhoon disaster in 2014, the scenario conversion as seen in Figure 3 . According to Markov chain rules, happen probability of scenario 4 is only related to the scenario 3 and not affected by the scenario 1 and scenario 2, known:
(5) However, scene 3 occurrence probability depends on the previous scene, and S6 changes over time, so the situation between 3 from scene to scene before also can't ignore the influence of 4, need to calculate in time order. In the Bayesian networks, there is no parent node scenario called the initial situation, namely, in Fig. 3 S1, S2 and S3, as lead to the causes of the formation of S4, need give S1, S2 and S3 prior distribution. Prior distribution probability value mainly depend on expert experience and the historical data, and take
According to the formula of full probability, incidence of the S4 available situation as follows: 
So on, the probability of scenario 4 H at 4 tT   time can be calculated, the prior probability and condition probability can be seen in Table 3 . Table 3 . Conditional probability of scenarios. 
